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Letter from our director
Dear friends,
I’m glad to share with you the 2021 Annual Report.
I’ll be honest with you: 2021 was a rough year. After all the problems due to Covid 19 spreading, the
coup d’etat in Myanmar last February 2021 made the situation more and more tragic. None of us wanted
to believe it but it’s now more than a year that the country is back being under dictatorship, as well as
being torn by a civil war. It’s been over two years that students aren’t back to school yet, and we had to
put even more effort in facing all the new needs of the population.
A lot of NGOs went away from the country, and, because of the risks and the rejection of the visas, there
are very few expats that are still in the country, including ours, who are keeping up the good work with
the population, we are extremely proud of them. The registration process of our NGO in Myanmar, which
was already in renewal before the coup d’etat, is still waiting to be approved; we kept on working for
Myanmar population and we ameliorated our support with new projects and a campaign to cope with the
emergency. The work in the disability sector knew a big expansion and a strong reinforcement through
the year, thanks to the collaboration with Don Carlo Gnocchi foundation, that made us expand the
Community Based Rehabilitation in the outskirts of Yangon and made our staff more professional through
specialized trainings and the entry of new people. In Yangon we also launched a new professional centre
and established the basis for new operations.
The work in the emergency campaign of our supporters was outstanding and we have to thank you all for
this: through this tough year we were witnesses of hope, both in the country itself with many families
that welcomed the refugees, and with our supporters who wanted to express an endless solidarity.
In India we have registered a slow recovery, and the project could continue, even though we had to stop
several times through the year because of new lockdowns. In the end of the year our Navchetan program
could even extend to a new slum, Jagathpura, where the parents of children with disability asked for our
help.
We also scheduled a few visits of our coordinators from the central office both in India and in Myanmar.
These visits, due to Covid and the coup d’etat, couldn’t be possible anymore since the end of 2019.
It’s with pleasure that I present to you the 2021 Annual Report: more than a report, it’s a tool of dialogue
and participation, and a sign of gratitude towards our partners, donors and all the people that
support us with their actions and donations in this rough period.
We are now sure we can count on the efficacy and validity of our projects, both our Italian staff and the
one in other places of intervention and on the relationship we have built with you all in those
years. We are ready to face every challenge!
In the end, I would like to thank each of you: friends, donors and supporters. I’m grateful for the
enthusiasm you are showing in sharing our common goal.
I’d also like to thank the Myanmar, India and Italy’s New Humanity staff: your effort and devotion
dedicated to the populations that are involved in our projects is our biggest strength.
Good reading!
Sir. Massimo Cattaneo
Director of New Humanity
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METHODOLOGY
This social report refers to the year 2021.
It has been drawn up following the guidelines for Third Sector Bodies adopted by decree of the
Minister of Labor and Social Policies of 4th July 2019; the Board of Directors of New Humanity
International Foundation approved the final drafting.
After the approval, the social report was published in the “Annual Report” section of the
Foundation’s website newhum.org .
The information contained in this document are related to social documents, Constituency Act
and the New Humanity International’s Governing Document.
When it comes to the section of project presentation, all the projects realized by New Humanity
Myanmar (in Myanmar) and Jeevandan (in India) are illustrated.
New Humanity International's staff has in fact supported local partners in projects’ design,
fundraising and relationships with donors, implementation, monitoring and reporting to donors.
Regarding the economic and financial situation, reference is made to the 2021 financial
statement of New Humanity International Foundation, approved by the Board of Directors and
drawn up in accordance with the principle of competence.
The data related to fundraising, resources and funds spent for single projects in 2021 have been
extrapolated with the use of business accounting software, in collaboration with Italian and field
administrative offices.
A summary of the funds spent by the partners on the implementation of the projects is given to
complete the economic and financial situation, including both funds raised and sent by New
Humanity International Foundation and funds raised directly by local partners with the support of
the Foundation.
The activities carried out in 2021, the number of beneficiaries and the results achieved were
detected by Myanmar and India’s local partners, who are constantly monitoring the activities of
the on-going projects, both in economic and social terms. They are monthly reporting all
activities to the central office, the General Director and New Humanity International’s President,
in order to verify the realization of the statutory purpose and to implement the strategic lines
drawn up by the Board of Directors.
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ABOUT US
NEW HUMANITY INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION
New Humanity International Foundation was founded on the
18th of December 2018, and it obtained the recognition of legal
personality by Monza and Brianza Prefecture on the 3rd of July
2019, becoming operative since then.
New Humanity International’s founder is P.I.M.E, Pontificio
Istituto Missioni Estere.
The Foundation collects New Humanity Association’s
heritage, a non-profit and non-political humanitarian
association founded by P.I.M.E in 1992 in order to start human
development projects in Southeastern Asia. This association
was registered as generic association in Italy in the year 1996.
The associates’ assembly has deliberated the dissolution of New
Humanity Association in 2020, identifying the foundation as the
recipient of the associative patrimony and asking to New
Humanity Foundation to take charge of projects’ management.
New Humanity International Foundation’s registered office is
based in Via Lecco 73, Monza, while the operating office is in
Via Monte Rosa 81, Milan.
It currently supports projects in Myanmar and India.
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MISSION
The Foundation pursues exclusively the aim of cooperation
among people by committing itself to promoting Cooperation,
Development and Peace activities, with particular dedication to the
most neglected and weak groups of local populations, through
dialogue and respecting the different cultures and religions of
peoples.
In particular, the Foundation carries out the following activities:


supports, in Italy and in every other country, the study,
formulation and implementation of programs of assistance and
international cooperation for human, educational, professional,
cultural, socio-economic development in line with the structural
and emergency needs of the populations of developing countries,
in collaboration with local realities public and/or private, laic and/
or religious, with the aim of promoting the self-sufficiency of local
populations;



promotes the implementation of specific and time-limited
assistance programmes for local populations in countries affected
by war and natural disasters.

In order to carry out institutional activities, the Foundation can carry out supporting activities
such as: promotion of fundraising, including through the organization of events and
performances; support for the active participation of citizenship in the countries in which it
operates; selection, training and sending of volunteers; initiatives of education for development,
peace and interculturality.
The Foundation has equipped itself with a Quality and Self-Control Code to ensure against
possible risks due to conflict of interest.
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GOVERNANCE
The foundation New Humanity International has been registered on 3th July 2019 in the Register
of Legal Entities at the prefecture of Monza and the Brianza, order number 206, pag. 331 of the
analytical part, Vol. 1.
The founder is the Pontificio Istituto Missioni Estere (P.I.M.E.)
The foundation operates through the following organs:


President



Board of Directors



General Director (if appointed)



Audit Committee

The President of the foundation is Brambillasca Ferruccio.
The Board of Directors in 2021 is so composed:


Brambillasca Ferruccio – president



Cattaneo Massimo



Circosta Matteo



Colombo Guglielmo



Manenti Raffaele

The role of the General director of the Foundation is covered by the councilor Cattaneo
Massimo.
No member of the Board of Directors, by statute, receives compensation.
The Board of Auditors has been appointed on 19.12.2018 and it is composed by 3 full
members and 2 alternate members.
The full members are:


Dr. Turri Mauro Graziano (President), member of the Register of Auditors



Lawyer Turri Paolo Massimo



Sabu Joseph

The alternate members are:


Dr. Moneta Alessandro Giulio Paolo



Dr. Palitta Vincenzo
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PEOPLE
HUMAN-RESOURCE
In 2021 New Humanity International Foundation counted 2 part-time workers: one of them was
in staff since 2019, whilst the other was hired during July 2020, already being a collaborator of
the association.
VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are key resources in order to attend both ordinary and extraordinary activities of the
New Humanity International Foundation.
In 2021 the Foundation could count on a volunteer working as development program advisor,
whose collaboration was regulated by a contract.
ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
New Humanity International’s organizational structure consists of institutional bodies and
operational units, in Italy and abroad, to which specific functional responsibilities are attributed.
The same person may be responsible for several operational units.
For the Italian office, 3 operational units are identified: Desk officer, Communication and
Promotion Unit and Administration and General Services Unit.
The structure includes a Desk Officer for each country where New Humanity International works
(through decentralized offices or through local partners).
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WHERE
ITALY

INDIA

New Humanity International Foundation has
its registered office in Monza and an
operational headquarters in Milan, Monte
Rosa Street 81.

New Humanity works in India, in the city of
Jaipur, through local partner Jeevandan
Charitable Society, a local NGO.

New Humanity International organizes
awareness-raising activities in Italy to
promote a culture of peace and solidarity.

Navchetan project was started in 2017 by
New Humanity Association, whose legacy the
Foundation has collected.
The staff dedicated to the project is 12
people.

Population 1.390.004.000
Population living with less than 1,90$ per day:
21,9%
Human Development Index*: 131 out of 189
countries

Population 54.410.000
Population living with less than 1,90 $ per
day: 25,6%
Human Development Index*: 147 out of 189
countries

MYANMAR
New Humanity Myanmar was registered in Myanmar in 2002, is registered with the
Burmese Home Ministry as an International NGO and works through a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Ministry of Social Affairs.
In October 2020, the Board of Directors of New Humanity International Foundation
decided to acquire New Humanity Myanmar as a secondary branch: the process will be
completed during 2022.
New Humanity Myanmar has 3 offices in Myanmar, in the cities of Yangon, Taunggyi
and Kyaing Tong. In 2021 it counted a staff of 26 people (6 expatriates and 20 locals).
* The Human Development Index is an indicator of the development of a country and it is based on life expectancy,

means of schooling years for adults over 25, expected years of schooling for a child and GNI per capita.
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2021 PROJECTS
DISABILITY


Community Based Rehabilitation



Navchetan



Support to centres for people with disabilities

EDUCATION


Support to centres and schools



Education for All



Dayamit Community College

SOCIAL INCLUSION


House of Dreams



Nghet Awe San

RURAL DEVELOPMENT


Sustainable agricolture and reforestation



WASH

EMERGENCY


Food for Myanmar
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COMMUNITY BASED
REHABILITATION
TAUNGGYI: rural villages in Nan Haung and Kon Long tract
KENG TUNG: rural villages in Loi Mwe tract
YANGON: Dala district

This project’s aim is the rehabilitation and social
63 people with
inclusion of children with disabilities in rural areas. It
disabilities and their
started in 2005 in Taunggyi, and since 2014 we have begun
families
to operate in Kyaing Tong as well, where we finally had the
permission of local authorities to build a rehabilitation center Awareness and prevention
during 2022. Moreover, in 2021 we started figuring how to meetings for 1.088 people
start the CBR in Yangon outskirts too, in Dala district.
Professional trainings for
268 family members
The methodology of Community-Based Rehabilitation (RBC)
indicated by the WHO consists in trying to promote children
social inclusion not only through physical rehabilitation, but also
through community and family work thanks to regular home visits.
Our staff supports those children’s families with care and
rehabilitation services, but the methodology we have adopted also
considers their autonomy as key; for this reason we have launched
several activities in order to support them and make them
independent in the economic field as well. Such initiatives include
agricultural training, micro-entrepreneurships and specific make up
and tailoring courses for young women to improve their skills.
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Maung Htoo’s story

My name is Maung Htoo, I’m 18. I was born
with a club foot. My family is composed by 5
people: besides me I have 3 brothers and my
father. We come from Ban Kan village, in Kon
Lon village tract, in the province of Taunggyi.
Before 2018 our life used to be very average: I
would help my mother with chores and my older
brother used to be involved in occasional jobs
while I looked after my little brothers. My father
worked in a forest, very far from home, and he
spent only a few days a year with us. I’m the
only child with disability.

New Humanity has always provided us food and
basic needs, in addition to special education
meetings. My mother has always been grateful
to receive such a support, as we didn’t have
regular incomes and we struggled to live with
dignity.
My mother died in late 2018 from breast cancer and our family suffered a lot from her
absence. My father started drinking and didn’t take care of us anymore, my older brother went
to work on the Thai border and sent us money every now and then. In addition to all this we
also had to deal with the trauma of my 4-year-old brother who saw his mother die in front of
him.
When my mother left us and I was not able to take care of housework or my little
brothers, New Humanity welcomed us in some centers taking care of us with food, clothes,
basic needs and, the most important thing, education. We were all brought to the Brother
Felice center so we could continue our education. After a few months our younger brother was
transferred to another center in the nearly town, Taunggyi, because he needed specialized
help from a psychologist to overcome his trauma.
Nevertheless, we kept on seeing each other on a regular basis and we were happy to
be able to stay in such a comfortable and safe environment. I cannot even imagine where
we’d be now if we stayed in the village… Our dad visits us one or two times per year.
February 2020 followed the immediate school closure, which means we couldn’t go on
with our studies anymore. We spent our time in
centers studying on our own. I’m now 18, and it’s been
2 years since I had to give up school. In September
2021 New Humanity offered me the opportunity to
participate in a scooters-repair training; I’m still doing
it and I like it a lot. I really hope in the future I’ll be
able to come back to my village and open a scootersrepair workshop.
I couldn’t feel more grateful for this
opportunity, and I’d like to thank New Humanity for all
the support. I think my mom would be proud to see all
my life progresses.
Thank you New Humanity!
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NAVCHETAN
This project aims to the rehabilitation and social inclusion of children with disabilities in
the Jawahar Nagar slum of Jaipur, through the Community Based Rehabilitation
methodology. Physiotherapy and special education sessions, carried out both in the center and at
home, allow the improvement of children's physical condition, while promoting their integration into
the community.

40

Children with disabilities

3
Self-Help groups

50
Families involved

During 2021 our project has managed to expand to another slum in the city of Jaipur, Jagathpura,
where our staff conducted an initial assessment of the cases and started the home visits by the
end of the year. Navchetan center also got itself a brand new minivan for children’s transport.
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Shubham’s story

Hi, I’m Shubham, and I was born 9 years ago in the Jaipur’s
Jawahar Nagar slum, in India.
I was named Shubham, which means “good luck”!
I’m the first child of my parents, and unfortunately my
mommy fell off the stairs at the 8th month of pregnancy.
After a complicated birth, I was born weighting only 1,5 kg.
I cried late and I just couldn’t be fed during my first
months. When I was 6 months I was diagnosed with a
physical and mental retard, and doctors announced I would
have never been able to speak or
walk. Bad news hit my parents
really badly: they considered it a
disgrace.

When they visited me from Navchetan for the first time, in January
2018, I was totally depending by my mommy’s care. I was 6 but I
couldn’t sit or open my hands to grab objects: I just could stare at
the same point and I spent the whole day laying down with both my
arms and legs crossed.
After an initial evaluation, the physiotherapist informed my parents that I could slowly acquire new skills and even start moving
around a bit. My mom couldn't believe it
and went out of her way to help me, she was really interested and
motivated and so she took me to the centre regularly, as well as
spending a lot of time at home for the exercises that were taught to
her by the physical therapist and then performed at home with my
two little brothers.

Today, three years later, I am able to provide for my personal needs on my own. I
get out of bed, brush my teeth and face
and comb my hair while looking at myself
in the mirror. I can sit without support, stand with aids, identify
people and colours, grab a glass and drink independently, lift
things, hold a pen and write letters and numbers. I am even able to
move independently with a tricycle or crawl without support. I can
even climb stairs with an aid. I have been provided with several
aids by the program, over the years, such as a wheelchair and a
walker.
Thanks to Navchetan's staff, I was able to fix all my documents and
receive recognition at state level, so now I receive the public benefits provided for people with disabilities, and in this way I even contribute to my family’s economy.
With all the improvements I have made in only three years, I keep
telling my mom that I will provide for her when I grow up!
My mom has also started working at the centre as an assistant,
helping with meal preparation and transportation of children.
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CENTERS FOR PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES
This project, which started in 2002, aims to the rehabilitation of people with disabilities
host in the centers of the cities we operate in. We support these realities by providing
primary goods monthly, but also by improving the quality of services through the inclusion of
qualified staff in the centers and the training of all their staff by professionals, such as
physiotherapists, a nurse and a psychomotricist.
TAUNGGYI: Phayar Phiu Centre
KENG TUNG: St Mary and Naung Khan Leper Colony Centre
YANGON: Disabled Care Center and School for Disabled Children

5 CENTERS to which we gave
food

healthcare

medicines

For a TOTAL of...

429

People with disabilities
supported

50

Children who attended
physiotherapy sessions

12

Aids provided

5

Organized staff trainings
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Khin’s story
My name is Khin Hlaing Moe, I’m 6 and I’m a blind child. I have a
twin sister and a younger brother. I used to live in Yay Tha Pyay
village, in Nan Haung
village tract with my
parents until a few
months ago.
Now I live in the
centre of Phayar Phyu
with my twin sister.

The first time I met New Humanity I was 4: I received so
much support from them, starting from a new water system,
monthly alimentary packs, special education sessions and
occupational therapy, medical consultations and health
hygienic training for my family.
Since my family couldn't take care of us anymore, we were
sent to this new center a few months ago.

Here I met many new friends who play and
learn with me and don’t pay attention to my
diversity, the assistants of the center take care
of us affectionately and the staff of New
Humanity visits us regularly.
Starting from the next month, I will start
studying Braille with a special teacher (he is
blind just like me!)
Thank you so much for all the support of New
Humanity.
I’m really excited to learn new things and build
my future!
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SUPPORT TO CENTERS AND SCHOOLS
This project, launched in 2002, aims to support
Myanmar’s children education. In order to achieve
this goal, we support the centers and schools that hosts
those children by providing educational material, food
and hygiene material, contributing to the payment of
teacher’s salary and organizing training for educators
who work there.

We supported:

25
CENTERS /
ORPHANAGES

4
MONASTIC
SCHOOLS

For a total of

3

1.387

COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

MINORS

KENG TUNG

TAUNGGYI
YANGON
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Sandar’s story
My name is Sandar Htwe, I’m 20. When I was 1, my
father left my mom and I’ve been living with her since
then.
At the age of 10 I arrived to Daw Gyi Daw Nge
orphanage, in Taunggyi province: I went there
because my mommy couldn’t take care of me anymore
as she had some serious health problems.

During my permanence in the center I could go
to school until graduation; after that I attended
a nursing course, and I’m currently working at
the hospital in maternity sector.

On the other hand, I keep on looking after
both children and elders who are living in the
center that welcomed me.
I really want to thank especially New
Humanity for all the support given to me in
the last few years, as well as the help I
received from the center for my education!
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EDUCATION FOR ALL
This project, launched in 2005, aims to promote Myanmar pre-school aged children’s full
physical and psychological developement, improving educational services quality for
children between 2 and 5 years provided by local organizations. We organize training and
awareness about childhood and education for teachers, parents, village leaders and operators
and we support the organization and formation of management committees of kinder gardens.
We also offer an agricultural type of formation to involved children’s parents to improve their life
conditions.
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3
1

kindergardens built by
NHI in the past few years
that we keep on
supporting
residential
kindergarden which we
support through the
distribution of medicinal
products and hygienic
material

NAUNG CHO

KENG TUNG

HO NAR
NAUNG LENG

For a total of

70
Pre-school aged children
reached
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DAYAMIT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
This project, which began in 2021, aims to support young people residing in Dala, a suburban
neighborhood in the city of Yangon. In order to help them with their formation and educational
path, a center which hosts educational and professional activities was opened after an
initial feasibility study in April 2021. Here girls and boys can attend different courses of multiple
subjects with reliable teachers, sign up for a vocational training to improve their professional
formation, as well as receive help for their CV’s drafting. They also can carry out an internship in
a local company by the end of the course.
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65
8
YANGON

Young people who
attended the courses

Courses provided

8

Internships organized
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HOUSE OF DREAMS
The project started in 2017 in Taunggyi, with the purpose of
facing drug and other substances abuse in Shan State.

TAUNGGYI

It is made up of 3 components:

1

FORMATION

The lack of rehabilitation
paths is due to a lack of
culture and professional
figures in this field. Through
the
translation
of
psychology
textbooks in Burmese language and
the organization of training for
students and operators, we aim to
train professionals able to accompany
people with addiction problems on a
rehabilitation program .

13 students
In the School of Counselling
Taunggyi Bullettin of Clinical
Psychology, Translations,
articles and production of
psychological formation material
“Clinical reflections on the
impact of drug abuse on
youth from Taunggyi”,
dr. Enrico Fidanza
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2

Path of prevention from
addictions

PREVENTION

All the risks related to drug abuse
are often unknown among the
population, especially in rural zones.
It is therefore intended to organize
prevention programs in the villages for adults,
teenagers and children.

23

villages

570 young people

Emotional education path

3 village tracts

8 weeks each

600 girls and boys between 14 and
16 years

1 group hosted
32 HoD users

3

CARE

House of Dreams is the name of the
house where people who wants to start
a recovery path from their addiction are
welcomed. They are constantly followed
by a therapist in a familiar environment.
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NGHET AWE SAN
The project started in 2016 with the aim of improving the
quality of children detained in the Nghet Awe San juvenile
detention center and to promote their future social
reintegration.
YANGON

For this reason, a primary school has been established
within the reformatory and vocational courses are organized
for young people who are close to the end of their
sentences. Finally, we promote the strengthening of the
professional skills of the operators and provide psychological
support to both the young inmates and the operators living
in the prison.

Nel 2020 al NAS:
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517

young residents

20
operators
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SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
AND REFORESTATION
TAUNGGYI
KENG TUNG

The project, launched in 2006, aims to promote sustainable and
environmentally friendly agricultural development in rural
areas of Shan State. It also aims to reduce the impact of
increasing deforestation and soil erosion in recent years due
to the implementation of environmentally unfriendly farming
techniques and climate change. On this purpose, agricultural
training are organized using the "Farmer Field School" method on
farming techniques, mechanization of agriculture, and for the
promotion of crops such as tea and coffee that are friendly to the
local environment. Nurseries are also run to distribute plants for
reforestation and the establishment of "Forest Preservation" groups
in villages is promoted.

10.900 plants

18 training

667 farmers trained

32 villages
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U Sai’s story

My name is U Sai Khun, I live in the village of Kyeik Khaung, in
Yang Kha village tract, in the province of Kyaing Tong. I am
Wa ethnicity and 57 years old, my wife is mixed Lahu and Wa
ethnicity, we have 6 children: 4 boys and 2 girls, of these 4 are
married and live with their families.
New Humanity came to our village in 2018 to provide
agricultural training, I contacted them to say that I had a few
acres of land available, where we have always grown only
maize and raised chickens or pigs and they proposed us to
plant other types of crops.
New Humanity then visited our land, after the initial agricultural
trainings, and decided to choose it as a model farm for the
people in the Yang Kha village tract, developing modern
farming techniques on our land and enabling us to increase our
income in the long run.

I only used to cultivate 2 acres of land until then
because of soil erosion, New Humanity introduced
me to new terracing techniques and I was then able
to add another acre of land to my crops.
During 2021 we were able to reach 4 acres of
cultivated land, New Humanity also helped us with
the irrigation system and taught us which crops are
best for our area.
Today, my farm has produced 5.000 tea plants,
more than 100 macadamia plants and many
avocado trees, which a consistent increase of our
income.

As seasonal plants we still plant corn in between other
crops and thus make much more use of our soil.
We also grow seasonal vegetables, such as cabbage,
eggplant, potatoes and legumes.
Thanks to New Humanity, many have followed our
example and many other families have introduced the
cultivation of tea, macadamia and other vegetables.

Thanks to New Humanity Myanmar!
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WATER AND HEALTHCARE
TAUNGGYI

The project, which has been running since 2008, aims to ensure a
continuous and steady water supply in rural areas to improve the living
and health conditions of the communities in which we operate. We
therefore build water infrastructure systems and provide hygiene
awareness meetings and training in communities. We also organize and
train system management committees, which are responsible for
maintaining and managing waterworks over time, thus ensuring their
sustainability.
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Maung’s story
My name is Maung Saung and I’m 11 years old, when I was 3 I
injured my eye and since then I only see out of my right eye, I am
now attending fifth grade in my village, Lonekay. I live with my
grandmother and my aunt. My aunt used to go every day to get
water at the natural source in Nanhaung Mwetaw, which is very far
from home, it would take so long and I could never help her
because of the distance.

During 2021 a water project was
implemented in my village, my aunt told me
that New Humanity was going to help us
have access to water more easily, the
project's water tank is now right in front of
my house and I am finally able to help my
aunt to get water.
My aunt says, "Thanks to New Humanity we now have access to water at any times and no
longer have problems during the summer like we used before!"

Close to our house there are 60
solar panels that are so big
compared to what we normally use
for light! It’s really astonishing the
size and number of panels needed
to get the water to us…
I am really glad to finally have water
nearby and to be able to help my
aunt .
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FOOD FOR MYANMAR
Following the coup d'état in Myanmar last February 2021, NHI launched a campaign to
respond to the emergency, especially for the distribution of food and basic goods to the
people left jobless and without food due to civil disobedience at first and civil conflicts
that came later in the year. The campaign has been a huge success allowing us to help a
huge number of people.

36.980 € spent on distribution
3.477 people supported

KENG
TUNG

TAUNGGYI
YANGON
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A displaced boy’s letter

Hi guys,
What I am about to write could be a story or a letter, I think you already know what I am
about to write, and that is, I am about to tell you about my life. Actually, I like to write stories,
but stories don’t come out when I try to write. I am not sure if this is going to be a story.
The main character in this story did not feel shocked when he came to know about the coup,
he just changed his Facebook profile because everyone had done so. A week later, when
people began the general strike and protesting the military regime, he began to understand a
little more what was happening.
He joined the strike only to see the crowd. He felt like his country and its people were
gradually losing their freedom day by day. He became angry when he heard the sound of
grenades and tear gas against the protesting people.
He began to wonder why the military used such heavy weapons against peaceful protesters,
he felt the blood boiling in his veins and joined the protests every day; at first he was tired,
but afterwards he felt very happy to be a part of it.
He started his days by protesting against the coup, he would join the demonstrations with his
full voice, he became very angry when the police killed peaceful protesters. The protests in his
neighborhood were well organized: everyone was united, the neighborhood residents helped
them hide when there were police raids to stop the protest. When the police left, they would
come back to protest.
One day, armed police and soldiers stood in front of him and the crowd, demanding that they
go home; at first he wasn’t scared, but he started to worry when the police began detonating
some grenades and firing rubber bullets into the crowd. His mother gave him a helmet when
the protest men shouted to go ahead, and he was about to cry.
A grenade exploded near him, but he was able to avoid it.
Now thinking back to the time of peaceful protests is funny, it has been a year since the coup.
How many times have you heard the sound of guns and bombs before? How many times have
warplanes come to his state (Karian State) and dropped bombs? Once, he was frightened by
rubber bullets, now he is not afraid even in front of live ammunition, all the people of the
nation feel the same feelings.
People are just afraid of losing their happiness, the heroes of our country said "Please give us
guns because our lives are at risk". This is a sad thing to hear, I wonder why this stuff is
happening to my country.
But I am sure the people will win in the end, it has been more than a year and we are still
resisting against the military, we don't give up even though we don't have the weapons to
defend ourselves.
However, I am sure that peace will return to my country, we will live in a nation where there’ll
be no need for people to sacrifice their lives, where there’ll be no need to cry, where we will
not have to be afraid, we have tried so hard, all together, we are still doing our best, although
it is very difficult.
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ECONOMIC AND
FINANCIAL SITUATION
In preparing the financial statements, the foundation used the format suggested by the “The
guidelines and templates for the preparation of financial statements of nonprofit organizations”
of the agency for the third sector, appropriately supplemented by the first accounting principles
for the preparation of financial statements of nonprofit entities called “Systematic Framework for
the Preparation and Presentation of financial Statements of Nonprofit Entities”, this principle is
the basis for the development of subsequent principles dedicated to the year accounting of
individual financial statement items.
The financial statements have been prepared in an abbreviated form since the limits laid down in
Art. 2435-bis of the Civil Code have not been exceeded.
Balance sheet 31.12.2021
Assets

Liabilities

A) Membership dues or contributions still due

-

A) Equity

299.736,39

Endowment fund of the institution
B) Fixed assets

70.971,00

Intangible fixed assets
Financial fixed assets
C) Current assets

988,91
69.982,09
329.856,82

Credits

70.000,00

Restricted assets

196.751,85

Free assets

24.499,07

Operating surplus/deficit

8.485,47

B) Provisions for risks and charges

-

92.839,88

Financial liquidity
D) Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Accrued income
Prepaid expenses

237.016,94
1.492,09
150,08
1.342,01

C) Provision for severance pay

5.725,88

D) Debts

92.434,54

Debts for conditional charitable donations
Debts to suppliers

2.197,91

Tax debts

643,59

Debts to pension funds

2.112,96

Debts to employees and collaborators

2.063,66

E) Accruals and deferred income

Total assets

402.319,91

85.416,42

4.423,10

Accrued charges

3.024,69

Bills to receive

1.398,41

Total liabilities

402.319,91
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT 2020
CHARGES SECTION
Costs and charges

Income and revenue

A) Costs and charges from general interest activities

2021

Raw materials, subsidiary, consumption and goods

-

Services
Use of property of third parties
Personal

A) Revenues, rents and income from general interest
activities

2021
-

-

Income from membership fees and founders' contributions
Revenues from services and transfers to associates and
founders

36.650,08

Liberal donations
Proventi del 5 per mille

68.091,96
-

Amortization

329,63

Contributions from private entities

165.131,94

Provisions for risks and charges

-

Miscellaneous operating costs
Opening inventories

228.544,72
-

Total Charges from general interest activities

265.524,43

Total income from general interest activities

233.223,90

B) Costs and charges from miscellaneous activities

-

B) Income, revenue and profit from miscellaneous

C) Costs and expenses from fundraising activities

2021

C) Revenue, annuities and proceeds from fundraising
activities

2021

Services

146,00

Income from usual fundraising activities

-

Miscellaneous operating expenses

255,00

Income from occasional fund-raising activities

525,00

Charges for occasional fundraising

124,00

Other revenue, sales and income

-

Total Charges from fundraising activities

525,00

Total income from fundraising activities

525,00

D) Costs and charges from financial and capital activities
Losses on foreign exchange

2021

D) Revenues, returns and income from financial and capital
assets

2021

14,50

From bank relations

-

On baking relations

307,82

From other financial investments

808,85

On loans

-

From building heritage

-

From building heritage

-

Total Charges from financial and capital assets

322,32

Total Income from financial and capital assets

808,85

E) Revenues, income and income from general support
activities

E) Costs and charges from general support activities
Raw materials, subsidiary, consumption and goods

101,86

Liberal donations

-

Services

15.708,43

Other income, profit and revenue

80.624,14

Use of property of third parties

224,32

Personal

23.938,94

Amortization

-

Provisions for risks and charges

-

Miscellaneous operating costs

351,12

Total Charges from general support activities

40.324,67

Total Income from general support activities

80.624,14

Total charges and costs

306.696,42

Total income and revenue

315.181,89

Operating surplus/deficit

8.485,47
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ANNUAL REPORT 2020
REVENUE SECTION
The balance sheet of the foundation closed at 31/12/2021 shows a managerial result of
€8.485,47.
Below you will find details of the donations received for the projects and how they were
distributed, in the details “Liberal donations” and “Donations from private donors”.

LIBERAL DONATIONS
Donations from private donors (individual and parish groups)

AMOUNT
60.914,77 €

Donations from private foundations

5.287,19 €

Donations from Onlus

1.890,00 €

TOTAL

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PRIVATE ENTITIES

68.091,96 €

AMOUNT

From PIME foundation for WASH project in Myanmar

52.582,46 €

From PIMEfoundation for juvenile detention center in Myanmar

60.442,95 €

From CEI for House of Dreams project in Myanmar

36.000,00 €

FAI for Navchetan project in India

16.106,53 €

TOTAL

165.131,94 €
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FUND SPENT ON PROJECTS
New Humanity Foundation staff in 2021 supported local partners in projects design,
fundraising and donors relationship, implementation, monitoring and reporting to donors of
funds sent.
Many donors sent funds directly to local operating partner accounts on the field.
Although these funds are not part of New Humanity International Foundation's budget, it is
useful to briefly present these numbers in order to illustrate the scale of the projects
implemented in Myanmar and India through Foundation support.
Complementing the economic and financial situation presented in the previous pages is a
statement of funds spent by partners for project implementation, which includes both funds
raised and sent by New Humanity International Foundation and funds raised directly by local
partners through Foundation support.
In 2021, projects were implemented in Myanmar and India for a total value of
595.508,60€
Funds spent in Myanmar and India by local partner for project implementation

Emergency
6%

Rural development
17%

Social Inclusion
18%

Disability
18%

Education
41%
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STAKEHOLDERS
OUR DONORS

Fondazione PIME
Onlus

8x1000
Chiesa Cattolica

Fondazione Francesca
Pecorari Onlus

Amici delle
missionarie
dell’Immacolata

PIME Detroit

Aid to Church in Need

Aggiungi un posto a
tavola

OBOS

Fondation Assistance
Internationale

Missionary group of Introbio
Parrish Sant’Antonio Abate (Introbio, LC)
Parrish San Dionigi (Premana, LC)
Private donors

OUR PARTNERS

House of Dreams

Fondazione don Carlo
Gnocchi Onlus

Missionarie
Medici per la Pace
dell’Immacolata
Jeevandan
Charitable Society

Socio FOCSIV

Karuna Myanmar, PSIE, CVT, Dual Tech, Dioceses of Keng Tung, Yangon and Taunggyi
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SUPPORT US
SUPPORT OUR PROJECTS
You can make a free donation or decide to support a specific project. Each contribution
is of great value and ensures continuity for our projects.
-You can make a donation by credit
www.newhum.org

card

or

PayPal

from our website

-You can make a donation by bank transfer
Consulia Bank
IBAN IT84C0315901600000012121703
Adressed to "New Humanity International Onlus Foundation"

DONATE YOUR TIME TO US
In Italy we are looking for volunteers to help in
the office and in organizing fundraising events.
For abroad, we are looking for volunteers with
specific skills to support our activities.
If you are interested,
info@newhum.org

please

write

to

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR
NEWSLETTER
Sign
up
through
www.newhum.org
to
stay
informed about our events and
activities.

FOLLOW US TO OUR
SOCIAL PAGES
New Humanity International
newhumanity92
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